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WHEN YOU CUT INTO THE
PRESENT THE FUTURE LEAKS
OUT. --  William Burroughs

Roanoke Marginal Arts Festival
2014 Wm. Burroughs Centenary
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to Olchar

olchar:

here is a text extracted from the seven by nine squares neoist site. it was written by some actual
people (some of whom we know), by several monty cantsins (some of whom we probably know). we
could make some slight adjustments here and there, to include mentions of festivals, railroads, lick run,
etc. i'll leave that up to you. once we're finished with it, i suggest we attribute it to karen eliot.

jim



The project is to find the city of Akademgorod and, by being there, justify the city. Neoists are living, are
surviving by eating high technology.

I'm ephemerally here, in this city, to ask you to join the crusade for Akademgorod.

The goals of the crusade are to find the city and then establish the reality of Neoism into the reality of
Akademgorod.

I am a voluntary prisoner of Akademgorod, which is to say my own body. This context is only
momentarily comfortable, that is why I'm making the transition into future history, through propaganda
and infiltration of archives, and transcending my limitations through having so many bodies.

Akademgorod, heavy, heaving, heaven, the hive... an incessant tofroing... while the gathering lasts.

Might not we well spring the long drawnout thaw(n) thoughtmelt. This particular tree and this particular
bee and this particular buzzing which I am receding.

Akademgorod. By that we mean the human body. I cut lines in my body, not for spectacle, not for other
people, but to prove to myself that there is AKADEMGOROD. Cities, streets, Romantic dreams of the
perfect Monty Cantsin image flickering like a single frame of film. Slow down the conceptual film and
blink while you watch it.

The cosmology of Neoism is based on the house of nine squares. Kafka said, " Anything you can learn,
you can learn without ever going outside, without ever leaving your room." This is early Neoist thinking.
The Neoist is the eternal traveller in the house of nine squares, a house which can never be left since it
has no doors and seems to reflect itself internally. When two or more Neoists meet, their mobile
psychical homes form " Akademgorod", the promised land of Neoism.

The Neoist gets ready for the reading, prepares to become 'imaginary,' by imitating representations of
Akademgorod as an object of desire. These are signifiers on a fragmented, coded mind, signifiers that
his memory will be drawn to through desire, that will reinforce his fetishism and in turn contribute to the
construction of his collective soul. His memory has a collective soul which he is drawn to construct,
which has an already written set of rules and conditions by which it must be constructed, conditions
which include the fetishized system of signifying effects with which the Neoist has attempted to encode
his mind and which already encode his mind as Akademgorod.
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to Tomislav

d. a. levy

http://flash.ulib.csuohio.edu/cmp/levy/indexgate.html
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Dodie Bellamy: I think that freewriting effects you similarly to that later stage in writing where
you are so focused in it, you are practically hypnotized. Both ends of the spectrum are like a
meditation; the writing feels almost effortless. It’s those in-between phases that are the most
difficult. Intense writing, be it freewriting or hyperfocused, is like a spiritual practice. You get out
of yourself and let the world rush in, you feel an opening in your heart.
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